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The March meeting of the Edmonton Centre will be held on Thursday, March 14th,
at 8:15 pm, in the Queen Elizabeth Planetarium. Each season, the Centre features
a motion-picture film one evening in lieu of a guest speaker. We are pleased to

have the opportunity of showing at this forthcoming meeting, the Walt Disney film
entitled, "Our Friend, the Atom."

In addition to this film program, members of the Centre will be called upon for

suggestions regarding observations to be made during the forthcoming total solar
eclipse, on July 20th. Those who are interested in travelling either north or
east to view this event,should register their names as soon as possible,so that

a program of organized observation may be worked out involving all those who will
, seeing the eclipse.

The March "featurette" will be delivered by the winner of the Centre's recent

Essay Contest.

(See page four.)

Anyone with material which may be exhibited at the R.A.S.C. General Assembly in
Toronto May 18th, is also asked to register at this forthcoming meeting.

A

recent directive from the National Office in Toronto, lists twelve general
categories under which displays may be entered:
1.
2.

3.

Instrumentation
Lunar

Planetary

7.
8.

Variable Stars
Artificial Satellites

9.

Solar Observations

4.

Aurorae

10.

Deep-Sky Observations

6*.

Comets and Novae

12.

Miscellaneous

5.

Meteors

11.

Eclipses, Transits, Occultations

As the purpose of these exhibits is to keep all Centres abreast of the activities
of their sister groups across Canada, it is a worthwhile project and one that
merits our attention and support.

If there is anyone interested in travelling to Toronto for the 1963 General
Assembly, please contact either Franklin Loehde,
or Ian McLennan,
for complete information.
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AT

OUR

LAST

MEETING

<3-

Dr. R.E. Folinsbee, Head of the U of A Geology Depart
ment since 1955, was introduced to the Centre by the

president, Dr. Trainor. He spoke on LUNAR GEOLOGY AND

VOLCANOLOGY.

The speaker began with a cosmological time-scale, showing
how the asteroids were formed 3^ billion years ago.
He showed numerous slides of the moon, including a view

made by Galileo in 1610.

The "maria" appear to be vast

basalt flows - similar to ones found in certain areas
of the Earth. Some craters have lava-filled floors -

probably of internal origin.

(There are craters of

similar appearance in the desert regions of Africa.)

He showed sectional views of a volcano in the process
of creation. Similar activity appears on the moon.
Dr.

Folinsbee

One view of a lunar fault - 80 miles long, and 800 feet

high - was shown to the group. There is a. similar
fault along the south shore of Great Slave Lake, N.W.T.

The lunar 'rayed craters' seem to be post-maria phenomenae. Other views showed
'bounce' and 'splash' effects of huge meteors.

The meteor crater near Winslow, Arizona, is eight-tenths of a mile across, and
800 feet deep.

Several thousands of meteorite fragments (iron) have been re

covered from around the rim of that crater. The Earth was struck there about
50,000 years ago by a meteor weighing 60,000 tons! The crater is filled with
hundreds of feet of breccia, and the rock beneath is extensively fractured.
We asteroid Ceres is 480 miles in diameter, and would almost cover the State
of Texas
One of its fragments (possibly) - the Bruderheim Meteorite - was

swept up*by the Earth in March, 1960. In all its time about 20 million years,

it has been exposed to cosmic radiation. There are lfc million megatons of
energy in a large asteroid, like the one which formed the Vredefort dome in
South Africa. The Chubb Crater in Quebec is an impact feature two^miles across.
A chart showed depth-diameter relations of craters, in a logarithmic ratio.
The southeast part of Hudson's Bay may be a meteorite crater.

Adjournment came at 10:00 pm, and was followed by a refreshment hour.
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The long-awaited information regarding the |^-^y^

.nally been decoded, and it doesn \£°°Jn^a™*es*S
toYscIentists
from the
The ^tormaxion b«
800°F, because
Mariner II spacecraft indicates the ft-ft™*™* ^discovery, not entirely

what conditions on Earth are like.

the Calgary ^enxre;_ iom
January
20th, and ^11 ^ej^ere ,mtil
until Faster,
Easter, working
wo g asMala construction
Govern-

will have the pleasure of hearing you give a 'featurette on the stars
over Malaya, when you return, Tom.

A reminder that STAR NIGHT, 1963 is

just 162 days away from our March meet
ing. To coin a phrase, "Time flies!
Members who are interested in working

on this project should contact Franklin

Loehde

soon to have a new letterhead design,

It will feature an artistic view of a

total solar eel ipse

(in color) on the

corner of the paper.
STAR NIGHT Committee Chairman - upper left-hand ce script is being used
A neat, open-fa

immediately.

There's a job for every-

-ne

rOR SALE:

Contact:

With the assist ance of our good friend,
Walter Franiel, the Edmonton Centre is

2.4." Unitron refractor.

Robert Allin,

Planetarium Notes:

GE3-1707.

for the Society 's heading and corres-

pondence addres s. We are hoping to have
a proof ready t o show at the forthcoming

March meeting.

Bruce Bohannan recently became the sixth ^mber of the

R.A.S.C. to give public demonstrations in the Queen Eliz
abeth Planetarium. He is currently giving lectures most
Saturday afternoons - at 3:30pm.

A slide-lending service is now available through the planetarium to members of

Treasonable-selectlon ^available In -=-t weejes Dr ^J™^^^
^

Jin, Harrington have both mad. us. of this service in talks they hav

ccXcfian ^^Wc^Il^^ ™

material and level of presentation required.

with___you, the sublet

This poem was written by Alfred Noyes, Mv planets, these live embers of my^
in his collection entitled, "Watchers

of the Sky."

It expresses a theory

of the origin of the planets, from the
standpoint of the Sun.

1 r

passion,

These children of my hurricanes

of flame,

Flung thro' the night, for midnight to

refashion,

Praise, and forget, the splendor whence
they came.
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The February meeting of the Edmonton
Centre was the occasion for presentations

to Rickey Salmon, and his family. .

Mr. Salmon has now left for Ottawa, and

his family will follow shortly, making
that city their new home.

Representing the Centre's younger ob
servers, Art Pedersen presented Rickey

with Patrick Moore's popular book, "The
Amateur Astronomer."

An inscription inside the book reads,
"To Rickey Salmon - In Appreciation. —
Edmonton Centre, R.A.S.C. 1963."
The occasion also provided an oppor

tunity to honor Mr. and Mrs. Salmon
for the many kindnesses they have

extended to the observers.

•mPH
I

*•••**

^_—,;

Mr. Salmon acceoted an inscribed

silver tray, while Mrs. Salmon was
presented a bouquet of flowers from

Mrs. Adrienne McLennan... on behalf
of

the Centre.

In addition to their assistance to

the Observers' Group, the Salmons

have helped out in STAR NIGHTS in
the past two years. Again, we wish

them happiness in their new locale.

THE OBSERVERS8 GROUP ESSAY COMPETITION:

By S. Frank Page.

"Know ye not that they which run in a race run all, but one receiveth the
prize?" says an ancient writer. It must always have been a difficult task for

n"ge, in awarding a prize, to realize that.he was at the same time deciding
aqainst many worthy competitors.

Your examining committee felt this keenly in

appraising the results of the Essay Contest. All seven papers submitted were

of good calibre, and showed the results of sincere effort and earnest research.

All! too, were legibly written, or typed; for this - our grateful thanks All
were characterized by good scientific content. Indeed, some were perhaps over
burdened with matter! thus losing something of that lightness and simplicity of
treatment that should mark a 'featurette.'

In this regard, choice of subject Is rather important, for obviously one
should not attempt to deal in five minutes with a subject wh"h would take a

lecturer at least an hour. Above all, clarity is essential. Unusual terms, at
least should be defined, as many among the audience are bound to be beginners,

lor, is a little humor amiss if it will help to illustrate a point. Even

astronomers have been known to make jokes!

_™Q„+ nt
winner, continued on next page.)

(Evaluation and announcement ot

•
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ESSAY COMPETITION, (cont.)

f

Quite independently, both judges awarded First Prize to Thomas Vernon Beattie

or his essay on the 'Galactic Nebulae.' Our congratulations, Thomas!
The runners-up were packed closely together, but after due deliberation,
and consideration of age differences, Rickey Salmon, was given second place.
As the commentators often remark after a thrilling hockey game, "None of
the losers have cause to be ashamed." They did some very good work. For our
oart we are grateful to have had the opportunity of reading some very interest
ing material;9 and we know that all the contestants will share in that most
satisfying of all rewards - the satisfaction of a job well done.
- S.F.P.

SKY PHOTOGRAPHY:

by Bill Cable.

During the past several weeks, members of the Observers' Group have

asked me for advice on celestial photography, gjingth. ^1/62 season, I

wrote several short articles on the subject in STARDUST.

Since then, our

membership has grown considerably, and perhaps a review is in order.
Until recently, I was chiefly interested in telescopic photography. How

ever during the past two years, the experience of others - more qualified
?h!n'l - indicates that this is'a difficult field, except for Photography of

the Sun and Moon. Even picturing these objects is often hjjperjd. "*"

cameras are of reflex design. Focussing is therefore a*Jia£:f^^f^0
cess, resulting in film wastage. The greatest drawback is that for stellar
work a drive is required, and your telescope must be in Pjrfojt f^nment
th Polaris. If not, the images of the stars leave unwanted trails, as the
n.otion caSsed by misalignment is magnified by your instrument In «o*t »•••.
therefore, the advice passed on by various writers is to mount your camera on

the ?elelcope tube -aSd photograph star fields. This ^s the advantage of
AaSetSo39oef1rfving° is still required but this can be accomp ished by asystem
raoturinq entire constellations, and a very interesting photo-atlas can result.

of gears mounted on the polar axis, and turned by hand .^Y using afairly

high power, and distorting a star's image, satisfactory backing can be carried
out. Motion that may seem great in the eyepiece is not nearly so noticeable
in the wider field of the camera.

Before you dash out with a camera and handful of gears there are still

several problems to overcome:

The main one is selection of gears.

The number

avlillblfmay Se numerous, but they will have to mesh properly, and be of agood

reducing ratio. It is best to have one large gear being driven by two or
three (or more) smaller ones. This helps to keep the erratic motion to a
minimum! and allows the hand-crank to be turned at a faster rate with less
strain on the operator. Once this obstacle is overcome, you will want to go

out and practice. This is perhaps the most important aspect of the whole
operation.
to be any
able,
to align
camquickly, andYou
be will
able want
to follow
given
star Y°«*.^••^PJ-S^JS
smoothly, so that when your
your cam
era is in operation, the required movements are natural an^ comfortable

Practice with all your equipment mounted, as this makes a difference to your
driving.

Exposure time will vary depending on what and how much you wish to record.

The lonaer the exposure, the more stars will be seen on the plate.... however,

edanler of fogging due to general sky illumination becomes aproblem. Ex-

posures of more than 15 minutes are not recommended. This is advisable, too, in
order to prevent paralyzing the muscles of your eye. It is a good idea to
fatigue. Exposures of this length should be carried out in a good loc,.low,

become accustomed to observing with both eyes open, as this helps to relieve

preferably in the country, (or any area offering protection from nearh, lights.)
Continued,

next p .je....

•

.

•
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Sky Photography, (cont,)
This brings out another point to consider; portability - a feature that is
lost if vour instrument is on a permanent mounting. Mount your drive on a tripod;

if you are able, make it short enough to allow sitting at the eyepiece. You are

then free to take the unit anywhere you please.

Just
film
will
your

The one remaining decision to make is the choice of film. This is up to you.
remember, if you choose a very fast film there will be heavy grain. The
with fine grain,will, of course,, require longer exposures but the result
be sharper prints. Color is also worthwhile to use, but it is costly. Do

experimenting with black and white.

If you are able to do your own process

ing you will be in a better position to control the end result

If the film is

sent out to be finished, include a note, describing what is on the roll. The
lab. photographer will know what to expect, and may even be able to help. When

you start a film for stellar work, use it for that purpose alone if Possible, as
normal pictures and astronomical photos are generally inconsistent when being

developed.

Do not look for success on the first try, and don't let failure discourage

you. With each error, a little more knowledge will be gained, and one day you
will be taking interesting astronomical pictures of which you will be proud.

Two events of observi„|,WJ; have recently nwjd. fyj^Z^SSSST

oo3ecnnC?nfcon^naationVCetUs!eS^

f.J!hat constellation is quite close to the Son, Several nights ago, Bill Cable

oserved an object in that area of the sky9 which he believes was a comet.

th. 2 cIIt yr border. Discovers, last ?onth !„*£... h. nov. i' -^
The briqhtest Nova in recent years can now be seen in the pre-dawn sky near

5SirI?!.
-STSn'^'p^^St «* •>«?kPfT the weathL in the next
several days, it should be an interesting star to watch.

The reoular Saturday evening Observers' Group meetings continue to attract

many of the Centre«s younger members. In all, about 28 boys now are members of

The group - a number of whom are active in at least one observing field.
Franklin Loehde and Bill Cable prepare weekly Projects ^r^ observers,
pach desianed to broaden the boys' practical knowledge of the heavens.

Recently,

Mr Loehde staged a very effective demonstration on spectroscopy. A week ago

Saturday?Fred^auSer^oke to his fellow observers on the planet Mercury
Saturday

Bill Cable spoke on astro-photographv.

(An extract from nis j£iKto

the observers appears elsewhere in this issue.) This coming Saturday, March 16
at 7 pm, Rodney Ziegler will talk on the planet Venus.

A number of new observers have recently joined the group, and will be intro

duced at the March meeting.
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